DEAR
READERS

A LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR

Dear Readers,
The Editorial Board of the Carolina Review would like to apologize for our insensitivity, lack
of inclusion, racism, sexism, ableism, ageism, colonialism, homophobism, transphobism, and
for employing white writers. We now recognize the incredble mistakes we have made over our
twenty year history that have likely resulted in the physical danger of people of color, the LGBT
community, and all rational, good people. We apologize sincerely, and would like to make up
for it by becoming strong advocates for various causes of justice. That is why we are proud to
publish the October 2016 issue of the Carolina Review, Look Who’s Whining.
Inside the cover of this issue, you will find Associate Editor Alec Dent’s advice on how not to
offend anyone during Halloween, Layout and Copy Editor Paige Roberts’ brave stance against
the systemic oppression of many popular Fall institutions, Editor-in-Chief Frank Pray’s bewilderment of the cultural appropriation occuring in Carolina’s Dining Halls, Associate Editor Ana
Delgado’s anguish of the sexism of men’s sports, and so much more.
It is our sincere hope that the October issue of the Carolina Review will promote social justice
across our campus and begin to dismantle the systems of oppression around us. We must decolonize our campus in order to remove the violence that threatens our students each and every day.
So please, join us in helping Carolina rid itself of all vestiges of whiteness and patriarchy.
***Trigger Warning: articles will deal with topics such as sexism, racism, colonialism, ismisms, homophobism, transphobism, agoraphobism, cibophobism, agraphobism, cherophobism,
anglophobism, arrhenphobism, coulrophobism, coitophobism, cenophobism, caligynephobism,
dentophobism, dikephobism, doxophobism, ecclesiophobism, eleutherophobism, epistemaphobism, ergophobism, erotophobism, geliophobism, hoplophobism, hypengophobism, katagelophobism, leukophobism, logophobism, panophobism, pogonophobism, and virginitophobism.
Lux et Libertas,

CONTACT US

Francis C. Pray, III
Editor-in-Chief
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Donations & Subscriptions
To become a subscriber to Carolina Review, give a gift, or
change your subscription address, contact us at carolinareviewonline@gmail.com
Address
Carolina Review
282 Frank Porter Graham Student Union
UNC-CH Campus Box 5210
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-5210
Letters to the Editor
Carolina Review welcomes your comments, criticisms, and
suggestions. Letters to the Editor should be submitted via email
to carolinareviewonline@gmail.com or mailed to our perma-
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nent address. Carolina Review reserves the right to edit letters
for length, clarity, and vulgarity. Please keep letters to the
editor below 300 words. Not all letters will be printed. Include
your name, year in school, major, and hometown. Professors
should include their department.
Join the Staff
Carolina Review always needs new writers, photographers,
and layout personnel. Please contact Carolina Review at carolinareviewonline@gmail.com to find out more about our next
staff meeting and how you can become a part of the Review.
The Review is currently looking for Staff Writers and visual
media associates.
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CHEERS
JEERS
AND

The Carolina Review Editorial Board would like to extend a warm welcome and a cheer to our
two newest staff writers. Sami Snellings and Wyatt McNamara, welcome to our staff! We cannot
wait to see what great things you will do with the publication.
We would like to jeer the College Republicans. You are conservatives, and therefore
automatically racists, sexists, bigots, and homophobes. We hope that you see the error of your
ways, just as we have.
We would like to jeer President Margaret Spellings. To think that a Republican is President of
this University. A REPUBLICAN!
We would like to also jeer Governor Pat McCrory, Lieutenant Governor Dan Forest, and the
entire North Carolina General Assembly. Even though we have never met some of you, we feel
free to say you have terrible characters and are all evil racists, or at least that’s what our professors
told us.

4
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IN MEMORIAM
FUN

College, Fall, and Halloween used to be times in our lives that we could
rely on to provide fond memories of fun with friends. Unfortunately,
that is no more. We must bury the concept of fun and laughter in order
to prevent anyone from ever being offended again. Jokes, too, must take
the plunge into the grave. We just cannot risk telling an off-color joke
that may permanently send a precious snowflake scurrying for their safe
space. While we had some good times, fun just doesn’t belong in 2016.
Fun, we will miss you, but this is the price we must pay for a just world.
- the Carolina Review Editorial Board

IN MEMORIAM
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A Steaming Plate of Oppression
Frank Pray
Senior
Public Policy and Political
Science
Charlotte, NC
fcp2034@live.unc.edu

I

t was a rainy, grey Monday
afternoon. A deep hunger set
in the pit of my stomach after a
long morning studying in Davis Library. I needed food, and
I couldn’t go far. The closest
option was Lenior, my meager
financial situation forced me
into buying a flex meal plan to
provide my food. The wealthy
just wouldn’t pay enough taxes
to allow the government to fund
any other food programs for me.
Where are my 5 star meals, Donald Trump?
I slowly got up from the desk
I had occupied in the spacious
atrium of the library. I made my
way begrudgingly to the door. I
was weighed down by the burden
of my own deep, heavy white
privilege. Thankfully, I’m not
wealthy, or this burden would be
unbearable. After great effort, I
confronted my privilege and was
able to make it to the dining hall.
As I walked into Lenoir, it hit
me— the scent of hundreds of
years of oppression wafted across
the halls to my white colonialist
nostrils. I scanned the building
with my white gaze, looking to
find the specific whitened spaces
where this oppression was coming from. Suddenly, it hit me.
My eyes fell upon the Chick-fil-a
stall.
How could our University
administrators allow such violence to creep onto our campus,
literally endangering the lives of
our fellow classmates, question6
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Colonialism in Carolina’s Dining
Halls

ing their very existences? Do
they not know what Chick fila a
stands for? Beyond their bigoted,
anti-gay stances, beyond their
hate sandwiches, beyond their
monotone sauces that couldn’t
possibly be arranged into the
colors of a rainbow flag, they are
proud Christians. What happened
to separation of Church and
State? Why is this symbol of cisgendered, white, Christian patriarchy allowed to oppress the safe
space of our campus? What right
do they have to be here, trespassing on ground that should be safe
for our LGBTQIDKOMG brothers and sisters? They don’t, that’s
what, but I wish my confrontation of the realities of oppression
on our campus had ended there.
Next, I glanced over towards
Sushinara, a restaurant serving
“Asian” foods. How dare they!
Claiming that these lumps of
rice and seaweed are sushi is an
affront to an ancient and honorable Japanese food tradition that
white colonialists have colonized
for their own culinary enjoyment.
This is just what they’ve done to
the “Japanese foods.” They’ve
even further oppressed and appropriated the culture of the Chinese. As I see their bastardizations of “Lo Mein,” “Fried Rice,”
and “Spicy Pork,” I am reminded
of the white man’s oppression
of thousands of Chinese to serve
us in the past. It was not enough
that we forced them to work on
our railways, or that the British
colonized their homeland, no,
now we must steal their food and

change it to our ignorant American tastes. I was disgusted. How
could we so appropriate their
culture for our enjoyment?
The next horror in line in
this horror show was Scitar, our
bastardization of Indian cuisine.
Their broth-like Chicken Tikka
Masala, world’s apart from the
rich, creamy dish served in India,
perfectly reflects what colonialism has done to such a beautiful culture. We stole their ideas,
altered them to be made faster,
and commercialized them for our
own profit and enjoyment. Where
is the outrage? How can we stand
for this? Not only do marginalized Indians have to deal with an
oppressive caste system in their
own country, now they must deal
with colonizers telling them how
to make their food here in America. Chancellor Folt, why are you
allowing this?
Finally, I saw the worst appropriation of them all, if we can
even quantify the suffering of all
these peoples face at the hands
of food appropriation: Mediterranean Deli. First of all, what type
of name is this? Mediterranean
Deli? As if all of the peoples in
the Mediterranean region are
homogenous, instead of beautiful, distinct, peaceful, and loving
cultures? No, this cannot stand.
Beneath the name, however,
came the appropriation of these
cultures’ foods. Privileged white
frat boys lined up behind dozens
of white sorority women all attempting to violently steal hum-

mus, pita, tabbouleh, moussaka,
and so many more unique and
sacred foods for their own white
enjoyment. As I looked at this
appropriation, this colonization,
all I could think of was the oppressive Israelis, and their daily
murder and discrimination of all
Palestine. These people, many
white, came as colonizers and
stole not only the land beneath
the feet of so many Palestinians,
but also their very culture. Suddenly, hummus was Israeli, made
by Israeli companies, and sold to
white Americans to support the
colonizers’ regime. Tabbouleh,
too, that delicious and sacred
salad, enjoyed for so many centuries by peaceful Palestinians, had
been stolen from their bosoms by
the Jewish oppressors, who never
had any connections to these
foods or to that land (SLATE,
2016). And here, at UNC, a place

where our students should be safe
from colonization, from violence,
here were white students repeating this theft a hundred times an
hour with each scoop of hummus
onto their plates.
The pain our marginalized
students, colored geographies of
our campus, must feel could only
seem to be unbearable. Watching
daily as their sacred cultures are
robbed for our culinary enjoyment. Where is their safe space,
as white students sit eating their
cultures safely in Lenoir? Chancellor Folt, how can you allow
this violence to persist? This production in terror had been enough
for me. I lost my appetite. I
returned to my spot in Davis
Library with only some saltine
crackers in hand. I would not
join my fellow white students in
stealing the cultures of so many.

I would only eat foods from my
own culture, and even then, only
foods that were not produced by
sellers of hatred and colonialism.
As I nibbled on my crackers,
I began to think, someone must
speak out about these oppressions, about this food appropriation. That someone would be me.
So I plead with you, join in the
fight to decolonize our food options on campus. Help to stop the
food appropriation, terrorizing
the sacred culinary traditions
of other cultures by kidnapping them for our own. Join me
to #DECOLONIZELENOIR.
#StayWOKE, comrades. CR.

FEATURED ARTICLE
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The Sexism of Men’s Sports
Ana Delgado
Junior
Political Science
Charlotte, NC
agdh@live.unc.edu

How can an entire school chant
“Go Heels!” when the entire institution of sports is based on oppression? A better, more appropriate chant
would be “Go Heels, Go Misogyny!”
or “Womyn are Worthless!” Men’s
sports breed tyranny of the partriarchy, and the fact that this university
promotes them proves the presence
of a state-funded anti-womyn conspiracy.
When attempting to conform to
the patriarchal status quo, any given
student might find xerself attending
a football game. What might this student encounter at a typical sporting
event? Thousands of fans worshipping men for playing a sport alongside
other men, cheerleaders and dancers
promoting unattainable standards of
beauty, a lack of gluten free food options, condescending men explaining
the game to womyn who choose to
not understand it, and, here at UNC, a
sea of blue instead of a gender-neutral
color.
Men’s sports are much too exclusive. Women are marginalized—either into all-womyn teams (let us
remember that separate but equal is
not truly equal) or into being fans.
Societal norms force womyn to cheer
for the very teams that ostracize them,
furthering the oppressive nature of
men’s sports. These expectations
for womyn to sit and look pretty in
the stands, and then worship players when they run into them at bars
on Franklin Street, are conducive to
the sexist culture that men’s college
sports have created.
Furthermore, the roles that womyn
have in men’s college sports—cheerleaders and dancers—are misogynistic in and of themselves. As a womyn
it is easy to feel oppressed when at8
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Ending the Oppression of
Womyn Everywhere
tending a football game.
You have sweat running
down your face, your
hair frizzes instantly, all
the while perfectly toned
and primped womyn
have the audacity to
jump and cheer right in
front of you. Regardless
of how much time they
spent training in high
school to get cheerleading scholarships, or how
many days a week they
get up at 5 a.m. to train
and practice, their presence at sporting games can only be characterized
as oppressive.
Imagine the disrespect behind a
man explaining something a womyn
does not understand to her. Obviously,
it is perfectly acceptable for a man to
explain something to a man, a womyn
to explain something to a womyn, and
for a womyn to explain something to
a man. Nevertheless, when a man
explains something to a womyn, particularly sports, he tends to puff his
chest and exert a condescending air of
chauvinism. College sporting events
are full of self-righteous men cheering on their favorite sports teams and
looking to encourage more fanaticism
in the name of chivalry.
As if all of these tenets of college
football were not enough to lessen the
role of womyn in society, UNC has
picked to consistently drown its students in a sea of blue. Blue is synonymous to the male gender and having
blue as our school color marginalizes
about 58% of the student population.
Sporting events force womyn to either not participate or to acknowledge
their “lesser value” by wearing said
color.

Despite the grim picture, there are
various solutions to the problem at
hand:
1. Colleges make attendance to
womyn’s sports games mandatory in an effort to equate the importance of womyn’s athletics to
men’s.
2. UNC changes its school color to
white, black, or pink… No, completely gets rid of school colors so
as not to offend anyone.
3. UNC becomes an all-womyn’s
institution in order to prevent marginalization.
4. Colleges only allow womyn
who are 4s or below (on Donald
Trump’s scale) to try out for the
cheerleading team or dance squad.
5. Colleges dissolve the notion of
“men’s teams” and therefore create
a completely co-ed athletic program.
It is clear that a change is necessary
in the world of college sports. Every
year, womyn after womyn has to fake
having fun or feeling happy at sporting events when she truly feels like an
outcast at her university. The oppressive nature of men’s college sports
must end. CR.

All Injuries Matter
Hinton Carter
Sophomore
Business Administration
Powellsville, NC
hintonc@live.unc.edu

Football is America’s Real
Problem

Editor’s Note: Before this editorial went to print, we’d like to make one correction. Flag Football does not solve
all of the problems that football creates, and therefore we propose that football as an entity should be wholly abolished. Instead, players, personnel, and fans can focus their time and energy on something meaningful, like saving
the rainforest.
It is time to call upon the powers
that be and put an end to full contact
football. According to NCAA statistics, 100% of football related injuries
are either concussions, injuries to the
face or neck, upper limb, torso and
pelvis, lower limb, or other. Folks, if
this doesn’t frighten you, I don’t know
what will. Change
needs to happen,
and the only solution is to change to
no contact, *consent required*, flag
football at all levels
(Looking at you,
Roger Goodell!).
As Will Smith’s
character in Concussion
bravely
stated, “Tell the
truth.” It’s time to
tell the truth about
the percentage of
football injuries that
happen to all parts
of the body. People
only seem to want
to talk about concussions, but let’s get this straight
- all injuries matter. What about the
bumps, bruises, jammed fingers, and
hurt feelings? All too often, these
maladies get thrust to the wayside by
the ‘big money injuries’. The athletic
industrial complex has compromised
the sport and simply uses these injuries for money while the players are
put on the field and are expected to
play through the pain and ‘deal with
it’. There is no way that these poor
players enjoy being hit so violently.
(I would know, I watch these games.

I may not play, but, clearly, from
watching I can make these decisions
for these poor players.) Is that glorious, once-in-a-lifetime championship
really worth it? I don’t think so. As I
express the problems with injuries, I
can’t help but think of all of the other
systemic problems that exist.

Better yet, let’s run through a list
of Football’s wrongdoings: Roger
Goodell, White Cis-Male Corporate
Elite NFL owners, NCAA propagation of the Athletic Industrial Complex, cultural appropriation of Rugby
culture from Britain, ableism, the
Washington Red*****, the reinforcement of the institution of the binary
gender system, oppression of the
poor and minorities by using them for
profit, the playoff system not promoting equal opportunity to all teams,
contact without consent, the barbaric

bargaining system that is Stub Hub,
the amount of money spent on athletic facilities instead of academics, and
last, but most importantly, the abominable injury epidemic in football. As
you can see, this list goes on and on,
which begs the question - where will
it stop? Are the cries of millions of the
marginalized pulled
down by the weight
of the NFL’s oppression not enough
for these people?
Flag football is
a safer and more
affordable option,
and without the injuries! No longer
will we see gruesome bone breaks,
brutal knockouts, or
the wicked jammed
finger. Flag football
would take care of
a number of the issues on my list, least
of all injuries. This
new plan would allow the NFL to truly
live up to its newfound name, the No
Fun League, where you can’t hit and
you can’t celebrate! Look, there will
be backlash from the companies profiting from the ‘big money injuries’,
but if we don’t take a stand, who will?
Make your voice heard. Be the voice
for those who cannot speak, especially the mute. It is time to take back the
weekend; Saturdays are for everyone,
not just the muscular, sweaty, large,
gritty, tough, did I already say muscular boys! CR.
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The Politically Correct Guide to Fall
Paige Roberts
Junior
English and Strategic
Communications
Clemmons, NC
epaiger@live.unc.edu

Privilege Spice Lattes and
Other Forms of Autumnal
Aggression

**Trigger Warning: Some items described in this guide may trigger painful Fall memories. If you feel
afraid, offended, or threatened by any of the topics discussed, or by Autumn in general, please stop reading, and transport yourself to another season.**

Ah, Fall. Leaves changing, a
slight chill in the air, cozy sweaters, pumpkin patches…sounds perfect, right?
Wrong.
Pull those rose-tinted Ray-Bans
off your face, you basic bee-yotch,
and face the blatant insensitivity,
offensiveness and micro-aggressions that Autumn brings:

gressions against people of color,
women, and even squashkind. The
PSL is flaunted in the face of POC
every time a thin, privileged, rich
white girl buys a PSL with her gift
card filled with her daddy’s money.
This hostile purchase is purposeful: the white woman shows her
disdain towards POC every time
she cements the association between her own “whiteness” and the
“PSL.” This pervasive stereotype
is not only harmful to POC—it is
1. Privilege Spice Lattes: That’s also an impediment to the femiright, you heard me. Start calling nist cause. The milky sweetness
them what they really are. Star- and light spice of the PSL begs
bucks’s flagship fall beverage, the the question: Does Starbucks think
Pumpkin Spice Latte, is overflow- women can’t handle something that
ing with white privilege and ag10
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isn’t filled with sweetener, whitened and weakened with milk obtained through the torture of innocent cows, and spiced in a balanced
manner? SERIOUSLY? Screw
that. This is the 21st century. Women, next time you find yourselves
in the Starbucks line, I urge you to
order something that shows your
strength—pure Pumpkin Spice, no
latte. Or even black coffee beans—
hold the pumpkin spice. Beyond
the human world, the PSL goes so
far as to discriminate against other
squashkind. How about a Butternut
Squash Latte, Starbucks? Or a Spaghetti Squash Frappucino? If we
strive to bring awareness to other

squashkind, perhaps someday the
discrimination will end.
2. Pumpkins: The seemingly
innocuous pumpkin, plucked from
your local pumpkin patch, is a hotbed of micro-aggressions and discrimination. Think about it—which
pumpkins are chosen to be sold in
your local store or other pumpkin
provider? The most round, plump,
perfectly formed specimens, of
course. If you asked anyone to
draw a pumpkin, it would fit this
description. Who is left behind in
the harmful stereotype of the perfect pumpkin? Lopsided pumpkins.
Lumpy pumpkins. Pumpkins with a
little too much stem. Pumpkins that
want to be loved for who they are.
Do we have a right to discriminate?
Absolutely not. I say that this Fall,
everyone who wants the perfect
pumpkin for their Autumnal décor
should reconsider, and strive to be
pumpkin-blind. For an enlightening look into discrimination in the
pumpkin community, I urge you to
read The Legend of Spookley the
Square Pumpkin, a harrowing tale
of a square pumpkin dealing with
the harassment of his privileged
round peers. The book—based on
a true story—was made into a documentary film, airing annually on
Disney Junior to raise awareness.
Outrageously, children are currently the target audience.
3. Leaves: If you thought discrimination and aggression in the
pumpkin community was bad—
you don’t know the half of it. Humans are so self-centered that they
often forget about their leafy neighbors, rarely noting them until they
fall from trees to their untimely
doom. We even celebrate this leaficide, noting with joy how beautiful the falling colored leaves look,
and appropriating such a tragedy
for the offhand term for Autumn—
“Fall.” Additionally, these leaves
are carelessly stepped upon, raked,
and burned in acts reminiscent of
sadistic torture. Fallen leaves are
often tortured outside near their
fellow leaves, who are still alive
on trees surrounding them. Imagine the horror that their leaf friends

must face when looking upon fallen leaves being raked and burned.
This aggressive behavior must be
stopped. The next time you see a
fallen leaf, DON’T step on it—
rather, pick it up and carry it around
with you. Each leaf is a unique being—respect that. Better yet, carry
around some Scotch tape and tape
the leaf back where it belongs—on
a branch of a live tree with its/his/
hers/ze’s friends. The insensitivity
that surrounds the fallen leaf community is egregious. However, we
need to give such love and attention to all trees. Be sure to pay any
local evergreen trees in your area
some special love and attention, as
Fall is a season in which they are
insensibly neglected.

4. The chill in the air: While
the decrease in temperatures in
Autumn is often considered to be
a positive thing, we need to rethink
moderate to chilly temperatures as
a form of geographic and ecological discrimination against women.
It has been well-documented in the
scholarly community that air conditioning in offices where many genders are employed is overwhelmingly sexist, as women are often
chillier at temperatures where men
feel relatively comfortable. This
sexist practice is clearly employed
by the environment, as women and
female-identifying persons rush to
put on sweaters, while men—especially white males—continue to
walk about in shorts and a t-shirt.
We see you, weather, and we hope
you mark these words. We protest

against you. I say that we must install outdoor heaters across the nation, enough to create a noticeable
increase in temperature, so Fall
can no longer discriminate based
on sex, gender, sexuality, sexual
orientation, general body temperature, and body temperature identification.
5. Flannel: As Autumn progresses, humans of all genders
rush to pull out their flannel. Flannel shirts—usually with a plaid
or checked pattern—dominate the
fashion landscape of Fall. However, think twice before you reach
for that flannel. Consciously or unconsciously, you are appropriating
lumberjack culture. When someone says “flannel,” many people
likely associate this image with the
strong, muscular, hyper-masculine
lumberjack. In this situation, we
must attack flannel in a twofold
strategic maneuver of justice—one
that may seem contradictory, but
don’t worry—it’s not. First, we
must honor lumberjack culture.
If you do decide to wear flannel,
you must either be a lumberjack,
or learn to be one. If you are not a
lumberjack, and to make sure you
know the true struggle and collective consciousness of lumberjacks
before you appropriate their attire,
you must go into the deepest woods
in close proximity to you, and you
must master the art of chopping
wood and felling trees. This make
takes years, but trust me, you will
be completely safe from appropriation afterwards. Once you are safe
from appropriation through mastery of lumberjackery, you must
work to deconstruct the stereotype
through elimination of the stereotype itself. Who says that lumberjacks must be strong, gritty, hypermasculine, or even male at all? We
must work to destroy this image of
lumberjacks and make the profession safe and clear for lumberjacks,
lumberjanes, lumberhumans, and
lumberkin of all shapes, sizes, orientations, genders, and strengths.
CR.
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Clown Lives Matter
Will Rierson
Junior
Political Science and Public Relations
Winston-Salem, NC
wrierson@gmail.com

There is a serious problem in
this country that no one is willing
to talk about. An oppressed minority is being cast off in the public
eye as dangerous, characterized by
the likes of Hillary Clinton as “super predators.” When the minority
tries to speak up for itself, holding protests against injustice, the
white community responds with
threats of violence and charges of
terror. They are reported to police
and shot dead just for walking the
street. Privileged white college students chase after them in lynching
mobs, posting videos on social media. Children fear them and adults
hate them.

12
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The Words that Fox News
Won’t Say

I have to speak up for this community because it seems that no
one else will. The concept that All
Lives Matter is inherently racist
and erases the existence of colored
and powdered bodies.
The white power structure won’t
say these words, but I will. I am
proud to say that Clown Lives Matter. CLown Lives Matter. CLOwn
Lives Matter. CLOWn Lives
Matter. CLOWN Lives Matter.
CLOWN LIves Matter. CLOWN
LIVes Matter. CLOWN LIVEs
Matter. CLOWN LIVES Matter.
CLOWN LIVES MAtter. CLOWN
LIVES MATter. CLOWN LIVES
MATTEr. CLOWN LIVES MAT-

TER! THEY MATTER!
That’s right, I said it. What are
you going to do about it, huh? I did
not choose to identify as a clown. I
was born this way. It’s quite natural. Our faces don’t necessarily
come colored and painted to arouse
fear in children, but wearing face
paint and bowling shoes is a way
of life. Clowns have been around
for all of human history, though
we have often had to hide our true
selves from public view for fear of
persecution. After the clowns who
lead the Democratic Party started
to get away with all sorts of scandals in the late 1990s and repeated
the scheme in the 2010s, we came

to realize that openly being a clown
was ok. It might even get you elected President. There’s probably a
clown gene that shows I was meant
to be this way. We make up 25% of
the population, too.

down the street and yell racial slurs
from the safety of your pickup
truck, that’s an act of violence. It is
hurtful to our psyche. My personal
mental and emotional health can’t
take much more of this apartheid.
You think that we will go away the
Unfortunately, my precious more you yell and hurt us. You’re
snowflake minority is beginning wrong.
to experience more hardship. More
and more privileged college stuI will not stay quiet and submit
dents dress as my people on Hal- to your violence. I will speak. I will
loween, stealing my culture. My stand up. I will say what needs to
culture is not a costume and I will be said. I will say CLOWN LIVES
do my best to teach tolerance and MATTER! CLOWN LIVES MATrespect to every intolerant, racist, TER! CLOWN LIVES MATignorant, backward, dying evo- TER! CLOWN LIVES MATlutionary branch of a honky I see TER! CLOWN LIVES MATTER!
wearing my peoples’ clothing.
CLOWN
LIVES
MATTER!
CLOWN
LIVES
MATTER!
We are being hunted down for CLOWN
LIVES
MATTER!
practicing our way of life. Every CLOWN
LIVES
MATTER!
time you see one of us walking CLOWN
LIVES
MATTER!

CLOWN
LIVES
MATTER!
CLOWN
LIVES
MATTER!
CLOWN
LIVES
MATTER!
CLOWN
LIVES
MATTER!
CLOWN
LIVES
MATTER!
CLOWN
LIVES
MATTER!
CLOWN
LIVES
MATTER!
CLOWN LIVES MATTER!
Don’t you try to oppress me. I
am a strong independent clown
ally and don’t need your colonialist
opinions. For too long, I have been
held down. For too long, I have
been silenced. I have a strong thirst
for justice. I just want to say that
CLOWN LIVES MATTER! Stand
with me and scream that CLOWN
LIVES MATTER! CLOWN LIVES
MATTER! CLOWN LIVES MATTER! CR.
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Animals are People Too
Sami Snellings
Freshman
Undecided
Highlands Ranch, Colorado
samielle@live.unc.edu

It was 2011, and British photographer, David Slater, set off to Sulawesi, Indonesia with a passport
in one hand and a camera in the
other. He hoped to capture images
of the Celebes Crested Macaque,
a beautiful monkey that is found
in the forests of Indonesia. As he
was photographing the wildlife
that he had traveled thousands
of miles to see, he
purposefully moved
away from his camera
and left it within the
reach of a macaque.
The monkey became
infatuated with the
device and began to
press the buttons, subsequently
capturing
pictures. One iconic
photo resulted from
this creative experiment, a “selfie” of the
macaque.

Why Monkeys Deserve
Payment

the Ethical Treatment of Animals
(PETA) stepped in and brought
the REAL issue to light. They
stated the obvious: The copyright
privileges rightfully belonged
to the macaque, and he deserved
compensation, not Slater.
Take a moment and consider
what occurred in 2011. It is hard

recognizes the value in all and
rightfully named this forgotten
one Naruto.
The Washington Post wrote,
“Earlier this year, the animal
rights group — and Naruto, who
could not be contacted for comment — lost” their lawsuit against
David Slater (“The ‘monkey selfie’ battle heads back
to court — and gets
even more bananas”).
The fact is Naruto
likely couldn’t be
reached for comment
because of the greed
of Slater and those
like him. Naruto, a
monkey living in the
21st century, still
does not have access
to a modern technology. He has no cellphone because of
money-hungry men
like Slater who are
willing to step on the
less fortunate in order
to climb to the top.
When the monkeys of Indonesia
spot a camera, or much worse, a
human, they can only be reminded
of the horror of their situation.

“I, for one, am sick of
monkeys being treated
as if they are less than
human. Who are we to
say that monkeys should
not have the same rights
enjoyed by humans?”

The picture went viral and began trending
on the net. Opportunistic websites began
using the photo to attract viewers. Slater, suddenly aware of the
potential to earn some money,
challenged the sites claiming that
he had a copyright on the image.
The debate dragged on. Was the
image public domain or did the
copyright belong to Slater? Did
websites have the right to distribute Slater’s photo without adequately compensating him? In
reality, that was not what should
have been the source of heated debate. Thank God that People for
14
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to digest and emotional to even
talk about. The thought of a monkey’s rights being trampled on by
humans is repulsive. I can picture
Slater, exuding arrogance, as he
marched into the macaque’s territory, thinking that he was superior
to the animals that inhabited it.
What a typical cis-gendered white
male. To Slater, the macaque
that produced the beloved selfie
was just another faceless animal.
Thankfully, PETA sees more than
human, more than animal. PETA

I, for one, am sick of monkeys
being treated as if they are less
than human. Who are we to say
that monkeys should not have the
same rights that are enjoyed by
humans? Why is this willful disregard for the feelings of monkeys
not important? Imagine the sheer
number of Narutos out there,

monkeys unfairly uncompensated key, a wild monkey at that, going
for their work simply because of to do with money?” It is typitheir species.
cal that he would go right to the
“wild” monkey comment, placing
I am sure that many of those a label on an entire monkey group
on the opposite side of the aisle without even knowing anything
that heard about this issue ig- about them. What difference does
nored it and laughed it off. That it make if it is a “wild” monkey or
is no surprise
because they are
avaricious
and
want all of the resources for themselves. Animal
haters (A.K.A.
conservatives)
have no problem
trampling on the
rights of animals
for their own benefit. Right-wingers think that
Slater deserves
copyright privileges simply because he bought
the camera, flew
thousands
of
miles from South
Wales to Indonesia, intentionally
left the camera in
the reach of the
monkey as an artistic experiment,
and published the
picture. LUDICROUS! They
fail to consider
Naruto’s
own
contribution to
the picture. He
is, after all, the
one who actually
took it. Have they
no conscience?
The
money
from this photograph, if shared
properly, would not only have
helped Naruto to have a better
life, but also those around him. I
reached out to several conservatives to get their take on this situation. Only one was brave enough
to talk with me, but he was unwilling to go on record. While
hiding behind his anonymity, he
asked, “What the hell is a mon-

from the “tame” group? With the
revenue that was generated from
this photo, Naruto could have
ensured that those closest to him
would have a larger number of bananas, a larger number of trees to
enjoy, a progressive mindset, and
of course, a free cell phone. Of
course the big business conservatives side with Slater. Slater, like

all capitalists, built his success
on the shoulders of a true worker. When will conservatives learn
that we are all better off when we
share the wealth? Being the narrow-minded people that they are,
they will probably never learn this
lesson.
What
happened to Naruto
is unspeakable.
We cannot let
this
continue.
Our country must
begin to have
a serious conversation about
the
unspoken
injustices
that
monkeys
have
been facing for
ages. What are
we waiting for?
Since the beginning of mankind,
man has trampled on the natural rights of animals. Monkeys
are as good as
you and I. After
all, we descended
from them. Why
shouldn’t
they
have copyright
privileges? Join
me in standing
up for the voiceless and downtrodden. I am
calling on David
Slater to go back
into the forest of
Indonesia
and
pay Naruto what
he rightfully deserves, plus interest. I am calling on my fellow
humans to give Naruto a voice. If
we do not take a stand today, our
children will one day ask us why
we did not. It is time for a movement.
#EqualPay2016. CR.
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Superheroes Super Problematic?
Jake Riggs and Amethyst Evans
Seniors
History
Charlotte, NC

Let’s Just Let Superman Die Already

throknar@live.unc.edu

With the explosion in recent
years of comic-based movies and
television shows, classic superheroes are experiencing a resurgence of popularity. Overdone by
Hollywood special effects and by
the Chris Evans’ and Chris Hemsworth’s magnificent baby blues,
it can be easy to forget that
superheroes are super problematic.

came differently-abled, but still
capable, so where is the tragedy?
It’s not as if her injury changed
who she was, despite the pain,
personal stress, financial consequences, or destruction of any
ably-privileged aspirations she
might have held. Such a blatantly

pas with their character “Professor X” Charles Xavier, the wheelchair-bound telepathic leader of
the X-Men. In the recent movie
X-Men: First Class, a young
Charles’s paralysis by a stray
bullet is accompanied by slow
motion effect and dulled sound,
similar to a death scene. It
was as if the “real” Charles
Xavier died and left behind
in his place the “crippled,”
“dis-abled” one. The sequel
depicts his spiral into depression and mad search for
a cure. How ironic, that XMen comics disparage the
curing of mutantism and yet
promote the curing of “disability.”

Comics insist on treating
disability as an exclusively
unfortunate circumstance.
When Barbara Gordon-the first and most iconic
character to take the name
“Batgirl”--was shot and paralyzed by the Joker in the
1988 one-shot The Killing
Joke, the writers milked her
situation for every possible
ounce of sympathy. They
portrayed the event as a
tragedy of epic proportions
that impacted not only her
life, but that of her Police Com- ableist portrayal of the paraplegic
missioner father and the entire experience implies that paralysis
Bat Family.
is a life-altering catastrophe that
no one would want to face, as if
As an ally of the differently- real-life paraplegics were victims
abled, I argue that the writers’ deserving of pity or help.
over-dramatization of the event
was wildly inappropriate. She beMarvel commits a similar faux

Like with mutantism,
“curing” a disability is
problematic because it requires excising part of a
person’s identity for the
sake of society’s comfort
and convenience. It reinforces our privileged expectations of “normality” and
further marginalizes minority individuals. By presenting impairments as diseases
that need to be cured, comics portray differently-abled
people themselves as broken, in need of fixing, and worthless if they refuse it. “Curing”
disability is simply society’s way
of stroking its own ego even as it
dismisses the experiences of the
oppressed.

I’m talking about ableism. That insidious bias
against those who may find
themselves--through injury
or chance of birth--performing certain tasks differently
than more privileged members of the populace.

16
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For example, if I offered you

the ability to fly, would you take
it? Of course not! Being unable to
fly is part of your identity, and doing so would devalue the struggle
you went through learning how to
walk. If you suddenly learned to
fly, society would pressure you
into flying even if you wanted to
continue walking everywhere because you were more comfortable
with it. Anyone who suggests that
you could ignore society and do
what you wanted is likely privileged and couldn’t possibly understand the unique struggle of
suddenly learning to fly.
Worst of all is the implication
that the differently abled are both
unhappy with their identity and
somehow “lesser” because of it.
The current story arc of Cyborg
has Victor Stone wondering if he
still has his soul, despite the advanced machinery that replaced
most of his organic flesh. Existential crises of this nature in
media imply that the differentlyabled feel out of place in society.
However, the truth is that society
makes them feel out of place by
constantly assaulting the differently-abled community with stigma and prejudice.
The very first arc of the Cyborg
title exemplifies this tendency:
In an alien attack, amputees have
their advanced cybernetic prosthetics hacked, hijacked, and then
used to mutate their owners into
evil alien minions. The story is a
blatant metaphor stating that amputees who employ prosthetics
are less than human, perhaps even
more like murderous aliens than
people!
The stigma surrounding the
differently-abled is so potent that
comic book characters can’t be
allowed to keep their disabilities. Instead, they’re miraculously
cured as soon as the plot permits.
Iron Man Tony Stark uses futuristic technology to circumvent his
heart condition. The frail, chronically ill Steve Rogers gets a mysterious super-serum and becomes

Captain America. Hawkeye flips
back and forth between having a
hearing impairment and not. Mute
combat savant Cassandra Cain
just learns to talk. Barbara Gordon
and Niles Caulder (“Chief” from
the Doom Patrol) both regained
their mobility when DC Comics
rebooted in 2011. The cinematic
version of Charles Xavier even
has a medication that allows him
to walk.
Such flagrant disregard for the
realities of modern medicine creates unfair expectations for the
differently-abled. When a differently-abled person must explain why they haven’t invented
a super-serum or arc reactor for
themselves (assuming they even
wanted to undermine their identity by developing a “cure”), we
know that we’re living in an ableist society.
When they aren’t magicking
them away, comic book writers
seem to enjoy creating differently-abled characters who aren’t actually disabled at all. For
example, Daredevil--a
theoretically blind vigilante--has super-sensory
abilities that basically
allow him to see. Therefore, comic writers get
to meet their “diversity
quota” without having
to honestly address the
daily struggles of being
blind. Cyborg is similar,
technically an amputee
but with fully functioning limbs. The Winter
Soldier Bucky Barnes is
another. In fact, differently-abled characters
are often only useful
and important at all because of their superhuman abilities. This is,
of course, completely
different from the unrealistic things Superman
can do, or how he is only
useful and important because of his Kryptonian
genetics.
Differently-

abled characters are already underprivileged and don’t deserve
to be treated as unrealistically as
everybody else.
So the next time you pick up an
issue of Batgirl or laugh as Rocket from Guardians of the Galaxy
steals some hapless amputees leg,
take a close look at your privilege. Think of how you might feel
if you were magically healed of
paralysis--part of your identity
for a few whole years--or if you
were offered obscene amounts of
money for your prosthetic limb to
be used in a daring prison break
turned bad joke. The differentlyabled are not tragic characters
for you to cry over. They’re not
evil alien minions. They can’t use
futuristic technology or magic to
vanish their disability, and they
may not want to normalize themselves for your comfort. We as a
society need to learn to accommodate the differently-abled and
acknowledge their unique experiences without making them feel
different from anybody else. CR.
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Don’t Go Crying to Mummy
Alec Dent
Sophomore
Journalism
Lumberton, NC
alecmdent@gmail.com

Keeping Your Halloween
Politically Correct

Halloween! The holiday dedicated to goblins, ghouls, and other scary things. A night where witches
come out, and zombies roam the land. For all the creeps and horrors of All Hallows’ Eve, there is only one
thing you should actually fear: that in your holiday festivities, you may inadvertently offend someone.
Costumes are key to celebrating Halloween, but are also the easiest way to violate someone’s safe space.
It’s important to remember that, while it may seem silly to you, your costume can have the very real ability to hurt others. While picking a costume, consider how your outfit will affect each and every person
you come in contact with. This may seem like an arduous task. You may find yourself asking, “How can I
possibly know what will and won’t hurt each and every single person?” Not to worry! We at The Carolina
Review have prepared a costume guide to help you get through that minefield known as Halloween.
1) Culturally Insensitive Costumes:
Indians Native Americans Indigenous Persons- This may seem obvious,
but a lot of people seem to have a hard time understanding that it’s not
a costume, it’s part of their heritage.
Mummy- That’s right, not even your classic fallback is appropriate!
Mummies are part of Egyptian culture, and to wrap yourself in toilet
paper detracts from the important religious significance mummification
played in ancient Egypt.
Ninja- Dressing as a ninja makes light of a piece of Japanese history and culture. Be sure to point that out to all the little kids you see
dressed as ninjas or Ninja Turtles.
Dracula- Only dress as Dracula or another vampire if you want to reinforce negative stereotypes about Eastern Europeans.
Dog/Cat/Bird/Animal of any sort- I’m sorry, did you forget what species you are? Friendly reminder,
you’re a member of the species that enslaves and eats animals. #GoVegan
Leprechaun- Not Irish? Then don’t pretend to be.
Donald Trump- No comment necessary.
2) Sexist Costumes:
Nurse- Women can be doctors too. Ladies, dress as a nurse and you’ll single-handedly set back the
movement for equality.
Bill Clinton- Donald Trump keeps trying to tie Hillary to her husband’s record instead of talking about
her accomplishments. It’s time for Bill to take a backseat to his wife! I mean look at Hillary’s track
record! First Lady of Arkansas, First Lady of the United States, two term senator, Secretary of State.
How is she still having to answer questions about her husband’s policy decisions? Also, Bill may have
been a philanderer or something.
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James Bond- The fumes from this costume’s toxic masculinity are suffocating.
Knight- List one female knight.
Abraham Lincoln- I’m not sure if Honest Abe was sexist himself, but he helped start the Republican
Party, a decision which merits his inclusion on this list.
Witch- Witch costumes reinforce the patriarchal belief that powerful women are evil. Hillary Clinton
costumes are a no go for the same reason.
3) Generally Offensive Costumes:
Santa Claus- Obesity is a real problem in
America, and pretending to be fat for laughs
is just rude. Also, old Saint Nick is a Christian
saint, so…
Doctors- Some people are afraid of going to
the doctor. Be respectful of them.
Al Gore- Just kidding.
Pirate- With a new installment of Pirates of the
Caribbean coming out, it might seem tempting
to go as Jack Sparrow or another bandit of the
high seas. But remember, pirates used guns.
Why not just join the NRA while you’re at it?
Harambe- Hasn’t Harambe already been done
to death? No pun intended.
Clowns- Coulrophobia, the fear of clowns, is a
real thing, even if the DSM doesn’t recognize
it.
Couple costumes- Not everyone is in a relationship, and you and your significant other
wearing some cutesy costumes that go together
makes the both of you guilty of single-shaming.
Frank Pray- For obvious reasons.
Pope Francis- White…straight…male…Christian… I have privilege BINGO here! Let’s also not forget that this man leads the Catholic Church and
has publicly come out against gay marriage and abortion.
Superman- For two reasons. Number one, Superman represents the idea that there could be a master
race. Might as well go as a Nazi. Number two, Superman stands for truth, justice, and the American
way. But truth and justice are relative. Who is Superman, for that matter who are we to decide what is
true and what is just? And of course, the “American way” is such a nationalistic term, as if our way of
doing things is so much better. Fighting for it is modern colonialism, forcing our system of right and
wrong down the throats of others, and dressing as Superman is just mocking those whose culture differs from your own.
4) Anything that Could Possibly Offend Anyone.
This list is by no means exhaustive. Be creative and have fun! (But not too much fun.) CR.
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